Graduates who want to immediately pursue advanced studies. The supply chain management in the automotive industry, as well as new graduates with a bachelor's degree who want to progress in the dynamic field of Supply Chain Management is designed for working professionals or shift their careers. The Executive Master of Science in Automotive finance, accounting or another quantitative field who want to advance graduate or working professionals with a bachelor's degree in the College of Engineering and the Mike Ilitch School of Business.

The Master of Science in Finance (M.S.F.) is designed for both recent graduates and working professionals in business. The Master of Science in Accounting (M.B.A.) degree is dedicated to educating graduate students for professional careers in business. The graduate program leading to the Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.) is designed by the Mike Ilitch School of Business to provide students with the specialized knowledge and skills to develop and launch startup ventures. The 15-credit certificate is open to students of all majors. The Post-bachelor Certificate in Accounting enables students who already hold a bachelor's degree in business or accounting to obtain the required educational background to be licensed as a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) in Michigan.

The undergraduate program begins during the freshman year. Freshmen are admitted directly to the Mike Ilitch School of Business. The first two years of undergraduate work are focused on developing an educational foundation in the basic sciences and arts. During the third and fourth years, the student follows a program of professional education. Students may select majors in accounting, finance, global supply chain management, information systems management, management, and marketing. The degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science in Business Administration are awarded.

The Undergraduate Certificate in Entrepreneurship and Innovation was designed by the Mike Ilitch School of Business to provide students with the specialized knowledge and skills to develop and launch startup ventures. The 15-credit certificate is open to students of all majors. The Post-bachelor Certificate in Accounting enables students who already hold a bachelor's degree in business or accounting to obtain the required educational background to be licensed as a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) in Michigan.

The graduate program leading to the Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.) degree is dedicated to educating graduate students for professional careers in business. The Master of Science in Accounting (M.S.A.) program prepares individuals for professional careers in public accounting. The Master of Science in Data Science and Business Analytics (MSDSBA) is a novel interdisciplinary degree program that leverages the strengths of Wayne State in statistics, operations research, computing and business by combining the world-class expertise of the College of Engineering and the Mike Ilitch School of Business. The Master of Science in Finance (M.S.F.) is designed for both recent graduates and working professionals with a bachelor’s degree in finance, accounting or another quantitative field who want to advance or shift their careers. The Executive Master of Science in Automotive Supply Chain Management is designed for working professionals with a bachelor’s degree who want to progress in the dynamic field of supply chain management in the automotive industry, as well as new graduates who want to immediately pursue advanced studies. The Graduate Certificate in Business is designed to provide non-business undergraduates fundamental knowledge in the basic functional areas of business administration: Accounting, Finance, Management and Marketing. For additional graduate program information, consult the Wayne State University Graduate Bulletin.

The Doctor of Philosophy Program in the Mike Ilitch School of Business prepares students for teaching and research at major universities. The program focuses on quantitative skills, enabling students to engage in research projects with faculty, and places a heavy emphasis on a global perspective.

The Mike Ilitch School of Business also recognizes its obligation to community service. As a central part of an urban university, the School makes a special commitment to foster training, and basic and applied research that will benefit business enterprises. Of primary importance is the dedication to excellence in the instructional programs that prepare the business leadership that is critical to the continuing revitalization of southeastern Michigan.

Mission Statement

Our mission is to prepare our students for challenging and rewarding careers, advance the boundaries of scholarly and practitioner knowledge, and enhance the economic vitality of the city of Detroit, the state of Michigan and beyond through our programs, research and community engagement.

Aspiration and Vision

The Wayne State University Mike Ilitch School of Business aspires to establish itself as one of the leading business schools in the nation as noted in published national rankings (e.g., Business Week, U.S News and World Report, etc.), that reflect favorable student evaluations and recruiter perceptions of both the undergraduate and M.B.A. programs, and the scholarly achievements of the faculty. The School strives to achieve a positive reputation for contributions to knowledge development, for the role it plays in the economic prosperity of the region, and for becoming a school of choice - one which prospective students see as providing a pathway to academic and professional achievement.